How do you carry your planner?

We often get asked how we carry our planners and what else do we carry with them? We also see a lot of photos on social media of accidents that have happened whilst carrying your planner in a bag along with other things. Sharp objects, ink from pens are all enemies of planners.

If you have ideas for future episodes please send them to steve at philofaxy dot com

Show Notes (timings approximate)

03:00 - Steve's man bag - Lowepro Nova 170AW
04:20 - Steve's camera rucksack - ThinkTank Photo Airport Commuter
05:45 - Steve's messenger bag - Lowepro Event Messenger 150
07:45 - Steve's Filofax bag
09:00 - Bagsey Blog
10:00 - How often do you change the bag you are using?
13:20 - Bag organisers or Purse Organizers
15:45 - Neoprene Pencil Case
17:10 - Packing cubes
18:30 - What's in Steve's bag...
21:15 - What's in Karine's bag
24:00 - Flight bag - Cabin Zero Bag, ThinkTank Photo Hubba Hubba Hiney (2nd bag for European flights)
27:00 - Search for the ideal bag
27:30 - Tips of the week